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Enacting Empire: War and the History of American Art
J. M. Mancini, Associate Professor, History Department, Maynooth University
As Maggie Cao observes in the introduction to the Bully Pulpit of which this essay is a part,
“accounts of imperialism in American art history have largely been limited to
representations of continental territory and Indigenous Americans.”1 Thus a key goal for
American art history must be to engage more deeply with US empire, including US empire
in places which are beyond the present-day boundaries of the United States, such as the
Philippines and Cuba—as several of us do in this issue.
If we shorten Cao’s proposition by a few words, however, we will also find a second, perhaps
equally pithy thesis that requires consideration: that “accounts of imperialism in American
art history have largely been limited to representation,” full stop. Or, put another way, it
may be argued that “accounts of imperialism in American art history” tend to define art
primarily or wholly as a set of representational or discursive practices. Thus, while many
discussions of the relationships between art and empire offer explanations as to how art
legitimized empire or indicated the presence of imperial ways of thinking, few consider
more direct connections between the two. Most notably, it is uncommon to find analyses of
art that directly address one of the core practices at the heart of empire: the exercise of force
in the course of wars of conquest or other military actions.
My own recent research explores the roles played by art within the eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century British and US forays into Pacific regions dominated by the Spanish
Empire.2 One of my main goals has been to resist a primarily discursive approach.
Methodologically, I have employed two primary tools. The first is to engage as fully and
intensively with historical processes writ large (which may not, on the face of it, have
anything directly to do with art or its practitioners as traditionally defined) as I do with arthistorical processes, sources, and methodologies (which, traditionally, have been linked
explicitly and often exclusively to makers, collectors, and markets). This means beginning
not with known artists, styles, or works of art, but rather with questions about how empire,
and processes constituent to it, such as the waging of war, actually proceeded. The second is
to embrace an open definition of art that includes not only its creation, exhibition, and
market circulation, but also its defacement, theft, and destruction. Although this definition
has been used fruitfully by some scholars, it has had only a limited impact in the field of
American art (even among scholars who work on empire).3
This opening up, I propose, is necessary even in instances where it might be tempting to
focus purely or mainly on representation. For example, analyses of photographs produced in
the context of US empire in the Philippines have often focused on images made thousands
of miles away from the site of conquest, or after the end of the Philippine-American War
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(fig. 1).4 In contrast, I focus directly on what was taking place in the Philippines during the
period of conflict from 1898 to 1902, including a detailed examination of the actions of US
military personnel. And in analyzing US images from the very early period of the
Philippine-American War depicting the pulling down of statues and the destruction,
defacement, and unrecompensed occupation of church buildings and landscapes, I consider
it important to analyze not only the images but also those underpinning acts of iconoclastic
engagement with the Catholic “political landscape” that they depict.5 From this approach, I
came to see both the destruction and the creation of art—the intertwined acts of spoliation
conducted by military personnel and their memorialization by photographers, some of
whom were soldiers—as not only representations of imperial regime change but also as
enactments of the claiming of US sovereignty.6 This interpretation contrasts with much
previous scholarship, which has tended to cast art and architecture as a “façade of empire”
that was constructed subsequent to the completion of US conquest.7 My approach enables
me to demonstrate that art and architecture are not epiphenomenal to conquest but integral
to it.

Fig. 1. R. Y. Young, The Church Saint Sat on by a Washington
“Johnnie,” Manila, Philippines, 1899. Stereograph. Library of
Congress, Prints and Photographs Division

Following this line of thought, I propose that one way art historians can open the field to
new subjects is by considering whether traditional definitions of art practice enhance or
inhibit the analysis of art in its relationship to empire—and, if it turns out that those
definitions limit analysis, by pushing back against the methodological boundaries of the
field. At the same time, we need to consider whether the methods we have inherited are
built, to a certain extent, upon a disciplinary history of forgetting about empire, and about
imperial violence, in particular.
To explore this latter point, consider an example that, on the face of it, is not about empire
at all—but that, in obvious ways, is relevant to the history of US art and art institutions:
James Johnson Sweeney’s catalogue for the Museum of Modern Art’s 1935 blockbuster
exhibition, African Negro Art, which erased the history of colonialism in Africa in order to
advance a modernist approach to understanding African art solely in terms of “its plastic
qualities.”8
The exhibition was important for various reasons, as Virginia-Lee Webb has argued. It
provided a novel opportunity for US museums and philanthropic institutions to engage with
elite African Americans. In the context of US exhibitions of African art, it also represented
what Webb describes as a departure “from the way African sculpture had previously been
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treated in a museum context. It was one of the first major museum exhibitions to display
these works purely for their formal, artistic qualities, rather than for their attraction as
exotic curiosities from ‘savage lands.’”9 In this respect, it also provided the occasion for
Walker Evans, in his photographic portfolios of works in the exhibition, to develop his
signature style—through, for instance, his use of moving lights to diffuse shadows and the
close-cropping of prints.
The exhibition and its catalogue enlisted African art, which Sweeney referred to as “African
Negro Art,” in the propagation of a particularly influential way of viewing art and its history
that was characteristic of MoMA. In the catalogue, Sweeney insisted that African art ought
to be understood solely in terms of “its plastic qualities”—going so far as to assert that
“historical and ethnographic considerations have a tendency to blind us to its true worth.”
Sweeney did not completely disavow all “historical . . . considerations” as a frame for the
works in the exhibition, however; only those he found inconvenient. For, having argued of
African art that “historical . . . considerations have a tendency to blind us to its true worth,”
he went on in the next sentence to claim, “this was realized at once by its earliest
amateurs”—those amateurs being modernist artists in early twentieth-century Paris and
Dresden, whom Sweeney credited with discovering “the artistic importance of African Negro
art.” Thus, in effect, what Sweeney asked viewers to accept, as the basis for their own
validation of African art on purely formal grounds, was historical precedent: precedent in
the form of the prior validation of African art by early twentieth-century modernists, and
precedent in the form of the prior employment by those modernists, as a means to their
own recognition of that art’s worth, of a model of viewing in which they did not know
anything about the history of the objects they viewed. As he wrote,
It remains a fact that, about the year 1905, European artists began to realize the
quality and distinction of the Negro plastic tradition to which their predecessors
had been totally blind. . . . This fact in itself had an appeal for the younger
painters of the time, tired of traditions so overlaid with literature that an
approach on purely plastic grounds was difficult. Anthropologists and
ethnologists in their works had completely overlooked . . . the esthetic qualities in
artifacts of primitive peoples. . . . It was not the scholars who discovered Negro
art to European taste but the artists. And the artists did so with little more
knowledge of the object’s provenance or former history than in what junk shop
they had been lucky enough to find it and whether the dealer had a dependable
source of supply.10
As this suggests, Sweeney not only made claims about the modernist recognition of African
art, but also about the circumstances by which that art had come to be viewed by
modernists. According to his model—which might be thought of as the “junk shop” theory of
imperial art transfer—African art came to be present in Paris chiefly through the workings
of a market centered upon “curiosity” or “junk shops.”
What, then, was at stake in Sweeney’s promotion of this model? Most generally, it asked
American viewers to embrace a kind of historical amnesia toward the other key processes by
which African art was brought to Paris—notably, the substantial role played by military
force—and toward the other significant sites in which the modern European encounter with
African art took place, including state institutions such as the Musée d'Ethnographie du
Trocadéro. It also asked viewers to accept that modernists knew virtually nothing about
their own recent history.11 More specifically, Sweeney’s account also asked viewers to ignore
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the fact that the MoMA exhibition contained conflict objects that were associated with
specific French military campaigns—for example, the “Robe from Béhanzin, Last King of
Dahomey” or the “Figure, so-called God of War. Abomey,” which would not have been in
New York, let alone France, were it not for the French conquest of the Kingdom of Dahomey
(1892–94) and the sacking of Béhanzin’s palace in Abomey. Thus, it prospectively
sanctioned future art-historical analyses focusing on Evans’s experiments with
representation, or on other topics that situated the analysis of objects within the boundaries
of an art world that encompassed the museum but not the battlefield—rather than on efforts
to grasp how empire might still be present even in US art and museums.
As this suggests, there are connections between Cao’s observation—that the study of
imperialism in American art needs to extend beyond representations of North America—
and my own point: that the study of imperialism in American art needs to encompass more
than representation. If an imperial war prosecuted by French forces in Africa can be
deliberately forgotten by the curators who set the parameters of art history in the US, then
surely we can begin to reframe the discipline by learning how to remember that conflict—
and the US imperial war in the Philippines that took place in the same period.
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